
                                                                      
 
 

 
 
ESTILL, SOUTH CAROLINA, August 1, 2017 – The Safety Scabbard, considered the ultimate firearm 

protection, has undergone new developments and now offers new mounting options and an AR-Safety 

Scabbard that customers can access on the new and improved Web site .  The new additions to the one-

of-a-kind device further resolve gun containment issues that have caused difficulty for hunters for years.  

 

The Safety Scabbard, designed by hunting expert Randy McCrary, allows for guns of all kinds to be 

safely and firmly secured upright while eliminating trigger-access when the firearm is not in use.  A 

tapered aluminum shell and fitted foam padding are individually tailored to each firearm to ensure the 

finish of a weapon is not at risk for scratching or damage and can be mounted on all types of vehicles.   

The newly redesigned Web site provides hunters with in-depth descriptions and video demonstrations of 

each unique feature. 

 

“I am excited about taking the Safety Scabbard to the next level and providing a complete Web-based 

tool to my customers,” said Randy McCrary, President of Scabbard Technologies.  “As I continually 

develop ways to improve the device and benefit hunters, they can better utilize the new Web site to get 

information and tips.” 

 

Years ago, McCrary, who grew up an enthusiastic hunter, decided that he had seen one too many rifles 

fall over during transportation to or from an afternoon of hunting.  Being a young father, McCrary decided 

he wanted to develop something to protect both his family and the heritage of guns.  Thus, the Safety 

Scabbard was born and is now widely used by hunters and sportsmen across the United States. 

 

“The Safety Scabbard is the most secure and easy-to-use gun rack I’ve ever owned,” said Mark Freeman, 

avid hunter and sportsman.  “I have five Scabbards mounted on the back of my Kawasaki Mule and find 

them to be highly functional and protective.  I am a loyal customer and appreciate the convenience of the 

new Web site to get all of my Scabbard updates.” 

 

About the Safety Scabbard 

http://www.scabbard.com/


The Safety Scabbard is designed to accept long-gun, shotgun or rifle trigger first, making the trigger 

virtually impossible to access once the gun is properly secured. The Safety Scabbard recognizes the 

requirement of shooting sports, sporting clays and other shotgun, rifle and long-gun organizations to store 

all firearms in a safe, upright position.   For more information, please visit www.scabbard.com  Protect 

your legacy. 
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